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i FOREWORD

The Cryogenlc Hydrogen/Hellum Storage and Supply System Program, Phase I,

I was completed under NASA Contract NAS8-30574, by the AIResearch ManufacturlngCompany of Callfornla, a division of The Garrett Corporatlon. Thls work was
sponsored by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, MSFC, Alabama, and

i admlnlstrated under direction of Mr. Erlc Haschal Hyde, EP43.
The Phase I program performance period dates from 15 May 1974 to 21 November

1975. This final report was prepared by Mr. R. H. Norman and Mr. R. D. Raynor, --"
I who were also responsible for the analytical and development efforts on the
I program.
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!
ABSTRACT

!
The Cryogenlc Hydrogen/Hellum Storage and Supply System Program, Phase I,

I Involved refurbishing an existing cryogenic tank, Installlng mlcrospheres In thetank annulus, and testlng the thermal performance of the unit. The performance
data was compared wlth NRC-2 multllayer Insulatlon and low-emlttance alumlnlzed

_ m surfaces Installed In tanks of the same basic design. Phase II (pending author-

i | Izatlon to proceed) Is concerned with developing a He-II (superfluld) Joule-Thomson cryostat to provide fractional watt cooling at 2 K, making use of the
present tank for storage and supply of supercrltlcal hellum. --

I The cryogenic tank modlfled during the program was originally deslgned for
the Manned Orbltlng Laboratory (MOL) Program, and subsequently modified by
vacuum-deposltlng aluminum on all annulus surfaces and leaving out the NRC-2

multIlayer Insulatlon.

A comparlson of performance data from all three tanks shows the heat leak
| of the low-emlttance-annulustank to be clmost 40 percent higher than the
! multllayer-lnsulated tank, while the alumlnlzed-mlcrosphere-lnsulated tank

heat leak Is higher by a factor of 4.8. That same mlcrosphere-lnsulated tank

I measured heat leak Is 2.5 times higher than Is predicted using some of thepublished data and current theory, while the measured VCS temperature Is 69 R
lower than predicted. Other recent data agrees qulte well wlth measured tank
performance.

1

It Is concluded that the applIcatlon of alumlnlzed-mlcrosphere Insulatlon
Is not yet very predictable for tank design purposes, especially at LH2
temperature and In the presence of a vapor-cooled shield. It Is recommended
that thl._tank deslgn be further evaluated and tested wlth mlcrosphere Insulation
to determine the reasons for the poor thermal performance, and to provlde better
understanding of mlcrosphere thermal behavlor and appllcatlon.

• i ! i
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SECTION I

I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

I INTRODUCTION

This report describes Phase I of a two-phase program concerned with

i development of a cryogenic hydrogen/hellum storage and supply system for the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Phase II is to develop a Joule-
Thomson cryostat for cooling to 2 K. The Phase I work was conducted for NASA
MSFC under NASA Contract NAS8-30574 by the AiResearch Manufacturing Company
of California, over the period between 15 May 1974 and 21 November 1975.
The issuance of this report concludes Phase I of the program.

: The information presented in this report is summarized below.

Section I, Introduction and Summary, briefly overviews the program
activity and summarizes the results of the work accomplished during
Phase I.

Section 2, Equipment Description, describes the physical characteris-
tics of the cryogenic hydrogen/helium tank assembly modified and
tested during Phase I.

Section 3, Program Task Narrative, discusses the six individual work
tasks of Phase I and describes the work performed.

Section 4, Performance and Analysis, presents the test data analysis
and performance comparison of three different insulation systems in
cryogenic tanks _f the same basic (MOL) design.

Section 5, Conclusions and Recommendations, gives conclusions based
on the performance and analysis of Section 4, and makes recommendations
for future work.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The planned work consisted of a six-task effort briefly described below.

Task l--Evaluation and Repair

An evaluation of the second MOL tank built under Air Force contract
J

F04611-71-C-0020 was conducted to determine the location of annulus leakage and
the repair method that would render the tank useful for the NASA MSFC program.
The tank was disassembled, the leak located, repaired, and eak checked. The
leak check showed the tank to be satisfactory for use.

AIRESEARCM MANUFACTURING COMPANY 75--11607
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Task ll--Instrumentatlon Installation

Three sensors were Installed in the tank to monitor various temperatures:

(I) in the pressure vessel fill port to measure stored liquid temperature;
(2) at the pressure vessel vent port to measure the ullage temperature; and
(3) on the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) surface near the exit of the vent line.

Task lll--Tank Modificatlon

During Task III, a prellminary analysis of helium delivery to the cryostat
(for Phase II) was performed. This analysis included: literature search for --
helium-ll data; performance predictions of the mlcrosphere-insulated tank;
analysis of the J-T process for He-ll; and test setup considerations. This
work led to the design of a separate supply line and new outer tank boss
(cryostat adapter). This modification should allow the tank performance
required to deliver cold helium to the Phase II J-T cryostat.

!l: Task IV--Mlcrosphere Insulation

The required amount of mlcrospheres were ordered from The 3M Company, and
inspected for quality. Inspection revealed negligible sphere-breakage, there-
fore no processing was performed to remove broken spheres. Following a tare-
weight determination, the microspheres were installed in the tank annulus, and
the tank with mlcrospheres installed was weighed.

Task V--Annulus Evacuation and Pressure Test

During Task V, the tank assembly was processed for 35 days at elevated
temperature (210 F) and reduced pressure (I x 10-4 torr) to remove entrapped
gases. The ultimate pressure reached during the last 6 days of the bake-out
period was 3.5 x 10-4 torr. . i

Task Vl--Vented Weight Loss Test

A thermal performance test (vented weight loss) with liquid hydrogen was
conducted at the AiResearch Mint Canyon Remote Test Facility. During testing,

thermal acoustic oscillations were observed giving rise to unanticipated experi- !mentation and procedure changes. The test was significantly extended in or_Jer
to compile enough data from which to select suitable periods for analysis
(presented In Section 4).

SUMMARY

The thermal performance of the NASA MSFC tank assembly was compared with
the thermal performance of the first MOL design configuration (employing multi-
layer insulation) and the second (employing low-emittance aluminized annulus
surfaces, without multilayer insulation), both of which were reported under"
Air Force contract F04611-71-C-0020.

_ AIRESEARCH 75-Ii(SO7MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY
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The orlglnal multilayer insulation design exhibited the lowest heat leak;
the second configuration exhibited a 40 percent higher heat leak than the first;
and the NASA MSFC tank assembly (the third configuration, with alumlnlzed micro-
spheres) exhlblted much greater heat leak than the flrst two, by about a factor
of 4.

The predicted performance of the third tank configuration based on recently
publlshed theory of microsphere Insulation and calorimeter data, did not agree
with the test data, Some of the most recent data for aluminized mlcrospheres
tended to agree more closely, It was concluded that, at the present time,
aluminized-mlcrosphere insulation is not sufficiently predictable for VCS tank
design purposes, (especlally LH2 and LHe applications), although more technical
Information ls becoming available,

AiResearch recommends that testing be continued with the NASA MSFC test
article to aid in developing improved predictability of the applied thermal
performance of aluminized-mlcrosphere insulation.

_Am[S[ARC. 7 11607
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 5
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SECTION 2

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

Equipment modlfled and tested during Phase I of this contract consisted
of a cryogenic hydrogen/helium tank (AiResearch P/N 851240-2-1, modified),
mounted In a cryogenlc tank handllng dolly (AiResearch P/N g56112-1-1). Tank
modifications were not formally documented by engineering drawings; engineering --
sketches were used by manufacturing to perform tank modifications and other
work operations.

The cryogenic hydrogen/helium tank assembly was originally designed to
store and maintain hydrogen in a supercritlcal state. In the original design,
internal instrumentation consisted of fluid quantity gauging and temperature
measurement, with assoclated electronic signal conditioners (mounted externally).
For this appllcetion, the instrumentation system was modified.to remove the
electronic signal conditioning packages, disable the quantity gauglng system,
and install an additional temperature sensor to monitor the VCS surface temper-
ature. A cross sectional schematic of the tank is shown in Figure 2-I, showing
the approximate orientation of the fluid lines and bosses in the normal vent
test configuration. The physical characteristics of the tank assembly are
given in Table 2-I.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION _ _

The tank assembly (Figure 2-2) is constructed of two conc@ntric, leak-
tight spheres. The inner sphere is a pressure vessel which stores approximately
87 Ibs of liquid hydrogen, or 150 Ibs of liquid helium, in a volume of 20 cu ft.
The outer shell provides a vacuum environment for the annular volume which con-
tains a vapor-cooled shleld and insulating material. Instrumentation is pro-
vided for monitoring temperatures at selected locations.

The insulation system consists of an evacuated annulus, a vapor-cooled
shield (VCS), and an insulating material consisting of aluminized glass micro-
spheres. The annulus surfaces of the inner and outer shells and the VCS are
covered with vacuum-deposlted aluminum, over a resin undercoat. Glass micro-
spheres In the evacuated annulus reduce heat Conduction and radiation from
the outer shell to inner tank wall. During normal venting, fluid exits from
the tank through tubing physically and thermally attached to the aluminum
VCS. By this method of fluid delivery the VCS is cooled, removing heat from
•rhe annulus and improving thermal performance. The inner pressure vessel
and the VCS are supported within the outer vessel by compressed fiberglass
support pads that have a low thermal conductivity.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Inner Pressure Vessel

The inner pressure vessel is fabricated from forged titanium 5_I-2 5Sn Eli
hemispheres which are finished, machined, and welded together. The wal of

I_l '[_,S,,RCH.,Nur,o,umN,CO.P,,Y
75-11607
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GIRTH RING (2219 AL)
M ICROSPHERE ACCUMULATOR

(6061 AL) OUTER SHELL (2219 AL)

VAPOR-COOLED SHIELD ULLAGE TEMP.

(6061 AL) SENSOR
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ATTACHED
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INSULATION OUTER FILL
(3M CO. B15BX) BOSS

i

FILL LINE (321 SS).
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TEMP.

CRYOSTAT SENSOR CRYOSTAT
ADAPTER
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Normal Vent Or lentation s-98020

Figure 2-I. Cryogenic Hydrogen/Helium Tank Cross-Sectlonal Schematic
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TABLE 2-I

TANK PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTJCS

Item DeslflnValue

Materials

Pressure vessel Tltanlum 5AI-2.5Sn

Vapor-cooled shleld Aluminum 6061

Outer she I and girth rlng Aluminum 2219

Insulation Microspheres (_IOOF)

Support pads Fiberglass AA-1200

Dimensions (nomlnal), in.

Pressure vessel ID 40.445

Wall thickness 0.045

Vapor-cooled shield ID 41.50

Wall thickness 0.060

Outer shell OD 43.26

Wall thickness 0.055

Volumetric Capaclty (nominal), cu. ft.

At room temperature 20.05

At LH2 normal boiling polnt 19.93

Wel_hts (nominal), Ib

Dry weight 160

Liquid hydrogen 87

Liquid helium 150

75-11607AIRESEARCHMANUF._CTURINGCOMPANY rr_acle2-3OFCALIFORNIA
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Figure 2-2. Cryogenic Hydrogen/tic ium Tank A_,sombly (View 13
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i-igure 2-2. Cr'/ogun! " Hyorogen/Iqel um Tank Assemb y (View 2)
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I
I
r thls vessel is _eslgned to wlthstand both the internal pressure loads and local
' buckllng loads Imposed by the compressive support pads. Nominally, the shell

Is 0.045 In. thick_ thls wall thickness Is designed for the burst pressure of
640 psi (2 times the maximum operatlng pressure of 320 psl) at 200 R. The wall
thlckness of the reglon under the support-pads Is increased to 0.080 in. to
withstand the loads of the supports. The diameter of the thicker wall region
Is 9.00 In. which Is 3.0 In. larger than the diameter of the support pads.

Access Lines for Fill, Ventr Fluid Del!very_ and Instrumentation

The access lines (both fluid and Instrumentation) to the interior of the --
inner vessel are routed through the annular space between the inner and outer
shells in such a manner that the heat conducted through these lines is minimized.
All of the fluid and instrumentation paths are combined into three composite
lines: the fill line, the vent (VCS) line and the fluid delivery line to the
cryostat. The 3/8 In. fill line (approximately 42 in. long) is attached to the
bottom of the inner vessel and contains leads for the stored liquid temperature
sensor. The 3/8 in. vent line is attached to the top of the inner vessel,
and inside this line are leads for two temperature sensors. The vent line•
(approximately 16 ft long) is used as the delivery line and is attached to
the vapor-cooled shield over most of its length. The outermost 2 feet, or so,
of this line is enlarged to 7/16 in. to accommodate the temperature sensor
attached to the VCS. This sensor is inserted into a separate 5/32 in. sheath
extending about 8 in. from a tee joining the 7/16 In. and 3/8 in. tubing. The
ullage temperature sensor sheath extends along the full length of the VCS/vent
line terminating inside the pressure vessel at the inner vent boss. The 3/16
In. diameter (0.142 in. ID) cryostat delivery line tees off the fill line about
16 in. from the outer fill boss. This section of line, about 48 in. long, its
tee and outer boss (cryostat adapter), represent the major design modification
(other than addition of microspheres) to the previously existing MOL tank (P/N
851240-2-I). The reasons for the modifications are discussed in Section 3.

All the annular lines are made of 300 series stainless steel tubing. The
dissimilar material joints near the inner vessel and the outer shell aremade
with sections of coextruded tubes (except for the fluiddelivery line to the
cryostat): titanium-to-stainless steel coextruslons at the inner vessel, and
atumlnum-to-stalnless steel coextrusions at the outer shell.

Cryostat Adapter

The cryostat adapter Is a stainless steel boss on the outer shell of the
tank assembly which provldes for fluid delivery to the cryosfat (Phase II).
The boss Is located on the outer shell approximately 155 degrees from the
existing flll and vent ports. The adapter connects to the inner tank through
a 48-in. segment of 3/16 in. tublng which tees into the fill line. The adapter
provides for fluid delivery to the cryostat with minimum heat leak.

The 3/16 In. delivery tube connects 1o a new tee, designed to be assembleJ
" around and welded onto the existing fill tube without separating the fill tube.

from the inner vessel. The completed assembly forms a tee about 16 in. from
the outer shell fill boss and about 26 in. from the inner fill boss.

_ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 75-11607
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!
Insulation and Intershell Support SystemP

I

A 6061 alumlnum alloy vapor-cooled shield is located In the 1.3 In. annular
insulation space, about 0.5 in. from the Inner vessel. The delivery llne (vent
llne) is attached to this shield over most of Its length with 29 alumlnum
U-shaped clamps, I-3/8 in. wide, each with 6 rivets. The fluid leaving the tank
cools this shield and most of the heat being transferred Into the Insulation
from the outer shell will be intercepted before it reaches the inner vessel,
which contains the cryogen. Hemispherlcally-alumlnized, hollow, glass mlcro-
spheres, type BI5BX, manufactured by The 3M Company, fill the annular space --
between the inner and outer shells and serve as annulus insulation.

Six equally-spaced compressed fiberglass pads are used to support the
inner vessel and the vapor-cooled shield within the outer shell. The pads are
approximately 6.0 in. in diameter and provide a total support area of 170 sq. in.
A 6.64-in. diameter hole is Cut In the VCS for each pad stack, which contains
a contact disc (of 7075 aluminum) located at the same distance from the inner

vessel as the VCS when the pads are finally compressed. The contact discs serve
to provide a near isothermal extension of the VCS through the flberglas5 pads
thus intercepting most of the pod heat leak from the outer shell.

Outer Shell

The outer shel, of the tank subassembly is made of formed 2219 aluminum
hemispheres. The design of the shell is based on resisting the buckling load
exerted by the atmospheric pressure on the evacuated outer shell. The tank
assembly is supported by a forged and machined girth ring which forms an integ-
ral part of the outer shell. Three mounting points are provided on the girth
ring to support the tank assembly in the handling dolly. The attachment points
are located 90 degees apart, and with the tank in the normal position (the plane
of the girth ring vertical), two mounting points are in a horizontal plane and
one at the uppermost point of the ring. The girth ring also serves as a mount-
ing base for the external manifold assembly and mlcrosphere accumulator.

Microsphere Accumulator

The microsphere accumulator is a small vessel mounted on the outer shell
and opening directly into the tank annulus; it functions to compensate for an
increase in annular volume when the inner vessel is filled with llquid helium.
The accumulator is a spherical vessel, 8 in. In diameter (256 cu. in. capacity),
and fabricated of aluminum 6061-T6. The sphere is welded directly to the outer
shell and supported with two struts welded to the tank assembly girth ring
(Figure 2-2, Views I and 2).

External Manifold Assembly

The external manifold assembly (Figure 2-2, View 2, bottom of tank) con-
sists of a filter subassembly, e vacuum ion pump, and a manual shutoff valve,
and is mounted on the girth ring. The manifold assembly functions to enable
maintenance and monitoring of the vacuum level in the tank annulus.

o_C_U_ORN,A Page 2-7



The manual shutoff valve allows for connection of a vacuum source dlrectly
to the annulus so that any gas wlthln the annulus can be removed. The filter

assembly prevents aluminized mlcrospheres from being drawn from the annulus by
the pump, or the vacuum Ion pump. The vacuum Ionization pump Is discussed
below.

Vacuum Ionization Pump

The vacuum Ionization pump Is included with the cryogenictank as part of
the external manifold assembly to maintain tank annulus vacuum at low pressure, ,
to assist in maintaining thermal integrity of the tank assembly. Pump opera-
tlon can be monitored to assess the quality of annulus vacuum. The pump current
is proportional to pressure, and by monitoring the current, an adequate deter-
mination can be made of the annulus vacuum level.

The actual operating llfe of the vacuum ionization pump is dependent on
the average pressure of the annulus vacuum, with life expectancy directly pro-
portional to the operating pressure of the pump. Using this vacuum ionization
pump, the annulus will attain steady-state pressures of approximately I x I0r7
torr (if sufficient outgassing has occurred). At this pressure the expected
life of thepump is greater than 100,000 hours.

Barostat Regulator

A government-furnished National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Barostat Regulator,
P/N D-4828, was used during the thermal performance testing to regulate the.tank
ullage pressure to very near atmospheric pressure.

Tank Handlin9 Dolly

The tank handling dolly (Figure 2-2, Views I and 2) is used to hold the
cryogenic hydrogen/helium tank as_e_Iblyduring testing and while being trans-
ported.

The tank handling dolly is comprised of two major components: the dolly
frame and the yoke. The dolly frame is an open structure consisting of two
braced upright supporting members welded to an open square frame. Fork lift
provisions are built in as part of the frame. Four swiveling casters and a
handle provide for mobility. Two casters have separate foot-operated brakes. ._
The yoke is designed to support a specific cryogenic tank. The yoke consists
of two bolt-on channels, a lifting eyebolt on the top channel, a position
securing eyebolt on the bottom channel, and a control panel with valves, pres-
sure gages, regulators, and pneumatic fittings.

Additional tubing (Figure 2-2, View 2) was welded to the yoke of the tank
handling dolly, to serve as additional protection for the tank during handling.

The overall dimensions of the hydrogen handling dolly (i.e., frame and
yoke) are: 59 in. long by 55 in. wide by 69 in. high.

I_I'I_AmARIITT)IAIR[SEARCHMANUFACTURINGCOMPANY 75-I1607
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SECTION 3

I PROGRAM TASK NARRATIVE

I INTRODUCTION

Phase I of the cryogenic hydrogen/helium storage and supply system program

i conducted the between May 15, 1974 and November 21, 1975.
was during period
The objectives of Phase I consisted of refurbishing an existing cryogenic tank,
installing microspheres in the tank annulus to augment the insulation system, "'

i and testing the completed unit. The activities involved with accomplishingthese objectives are listed below as Phase I work tasks:

I Task l--Evaluation and Repair
Task ll--Instrumentation Installation ......

I Task I l--Tank Modification

Task IV--Microsphere Insulation

!
i Task V--Annulus Evacuation and Pressure Test

Task Vl--Vented Weight Loss Test

Following a Program Review, the work activities are described in chrono-
logical order of occurrence.

PROGRAM REVIEW

Program Scope

The NASA MSFC program, conducted under Contract NAS8-30574, is concerned
with developing e system for cooling a fractional watt load to a temperature in
the region of 2 K. When complete, the cooling system will consist of a cryo-
genic storage and supply vessel, a Joule-Thomson expansion device, and a counter-
flow heat exchanger. The storage and supply vessel will hold cryogenic super-
critical helium for delivery to the heat exchanger. The Joule-Thomson expansion
device/heat exchanger will provide cooling to a specific load in the Helium-ll
temperature range.

Development of the system will be conducted in two separate and distinct
phases. Phase I (the subject of this report) was concerned with preparing
the cryogenic fluid storage and supply system. Phase II, If approved by MSFC,
will involve development of the Joule-Thomson cryostat.

Historical Background Informatlon

The origin of the cryogenic tank hardware used for this program is of
interest and will be discussed below. The discussion traces the design from

l_ 75-11607
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I
the original Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) Program, through the

Alr Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory programs (Edwards Air Force Base), andfinally to the NASA MSFC program.

I. Air..ForceManned Orbiting Laboratory Prqgram
AiResearch, under contract to Douglas Aircraft Corp., was developing cryo-

genic tankage for use in the Manned Orbiting Laboratory atmosphere and reactants
" supply subsystem. Although the program was terminated for the convenience of

the government, the cryogenic tankage design was complete, and materials had
been ordered. As a result of this program, sufficient materials were available -

I to construct several sets of cryogenic tanks.

2. Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory Evaluation Programs

, Two cryogenic hydrogen tankage systems, utilizing materials from the
original MOL program, _ere manufactured by AiResearch for the Air Force Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory, _dwards Air Force Base, California, under contract

1 F04611-71-C-0020 These were intended for ground test evaluatlo_ of thermal!
insulation systems. The first test article was nearly identical to the hard-
ware configuration planned for the MOL program, with an insulation system of

' multilayer aluminized Mylar (NRC-2) and a vapor-cooled shield. Certain struc-
, tural changes were made to reduce cost and make the unit more suitable for

ground handling. This first unit exhibited high thermal performance, verifying
original design predictions, prior to delivery.

' The second unit was produced with a different thermal insulation system.
In this unit, the NRC-2 multilayer insulation was eliminated, and all annulus
surfaces were covered with vacuum-deposited aluminum over a resin undercoat.
This coating was intended to reduce heat losses caused by radiated heat enter-
ing the fluid storage vessel. During final testing two failures occurred: (I).
a leak into the tank annulus degraded tank performance, and (2) a short circuit
was observed in the quantity gauging circuits. Due to lack of funding, the
AFRPL program was terminated at this point.

3. NASA MSFCC[yogeqic H_dro_en/Helium Storage and Supply System

With the second Air Force MOL tank as government-furnished equipment,
NASA MSFC contracted with AiResearch to repair the unit to use for storage and
supply of cryogenic hydrogen and helium. The cryogenic fluld was to be stored
for ielivery to a Joule-Thomson cryostat designed to provide cooling for a
fractional watt load at 2 K. The contract became effective 15 May 1974.

EVALUATION AND REPAIR

Task I involved the evaluation of the cause of leakage, and its method of
repair, with consideration given to incorporating design features to permit
installation of mlcrospheres in the tank annulus. The cryc_jenictank and its
asso:iated drawings were reviewed by engineering and manufacturing personnel
for the purpose of establishing manufacturing operations and tooling (MOT)
instructions. MOT's provide the detailed step-by-step manufacturing operations,
in-process tests, and in-process inspections that manufacturing uses to perform

" I_ AIRESEARCMMANUFACIURINGCOMPANY 75-11607orCAUFO_NtA Page 3-2 !
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!
work. In this case the MOT's detalled the exact procedures to be followed In

i disassembling the cryogenic tank for repair.
Tank Dlsassembly- Outer Shells Removed

I Prior to installing the tank assembly in the disassembly fixture, allexternal components and associated tubing were removed and stored for future
use. After the tank was placed In the disassembly fixture, the outer shells

I were separated at the girth weld and removed, leaving the inner tank and VCSwithin the fixture (Flgure 3-I). Comparison of the condition of the vacuum-
deposited aluminum with photographs showing its condilion just prior to --
assembly in mid-1972, Indicated no surface degradation. Visual Inspection of _I

the exposed inner tank revealed no obvious defective areas that would have con-
trlbuted the vacuum degradation. I

The tank assembly was attached to a helium mass spectrometer leak detector 1
I and evacuated to a pressure of 10-6 torr. The leak was located at the entrance _

of the vent tube into the pressure vessel (Figure 3-2). A fluorescent-penetrant
test revealed a series of small cracks in a weld area that had been repaired I

during fabrication of the pressure vessel.

Rework Activity

After the defecrive area was reviewed by engineering and manufacturing

personnel, rework instructions were prepared. The rework consisted of the
following activities_

(a) The old weld material in the crack area was routed out to the parent
boss material, but not imto the boss.

(b) A fluorescent-penetrant test _s_performed to verify Eemoval of the
cracks.

(c) The area was cleaned with water and a solvent compatible with titanium.

(d) During welding, the area to be reworked was bagged so that an Argon
purge provided an inert atmosphere to ensure a weld free of contami-
nation.

After completing the rework, a helium mass spectrometer check was performed
on the complete inner tank assembly. The unit was surrounded wi+h a plastic
bag and the bag pressurized with helium. Leakage was monitored for a period of
60 minutes with no indication of leakage observed. Thu_ the leak rate was less
than 2 x 10-]0 scc per sec of gaseous helium, the lowest measurement limit of
the helium mass spectrometer.

After completing the leak test, the repaired area was subjected to another
fluorescent-penetrant test. Thls test verified that the weld repair was free
of cracks.
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I

I
Temperature Shock and Proof Pressure Te§ts

I Following helium leak tes#, the inner tank assembly was transported to
the AiResearch Mlnt Canyon Remote Test Faclllty for the temperature shock and
proof pressure tests.* At the test faclllty, the tank assembly was reposltloned

I In the fixture such that the Inner vent boss was located at the bottom of the
tank. Thermocouples were attached to the tank In four Iocetlons. Liquid nlfro-
gen was then fed Into the tank through the vent port. Due to the difficulty

_ I of Insulating the tank for this test, the minimum temperature obtainable at the
I inner vent boss was -150 F. The tank assembly was then warmed to 60 F and a

repeat of the above test was performed. Following the temperature shock test, _

i the tank was pressurized with precooled nitrogen gas at a rate of less tr30 pslg per minute until a proof pressure of 300 psig was attained, and
average temperature ef the thermocouples stabilized at 40 F. Figure 3-3 shows
the equivalent proof pressure levels at various comblnatlons of pressure and

I" temperature for this tank• Visual examination of the tank assembly revealed
I no evidence of deformation or permanent damage. Following the proof pressure

test, the inner tank was again subjected to a helium leak test. As there

I was no Indication of leakage, this completed the activities of Task I.m
INSTRUMENTATION INSTALLATION

Three temperature sensors consisting of a platinum resistance element
wound on an aluminum oxide mandrel were installed in the tank. The leads
of the elements are insulated and encased in a flexible sheath, then inserted
into dry wells inside the vessel through tubes located in the fill and vent i
lines• Two of the sensors are located at the inner vessel, one at the fill i
poPt to measure the liquid temperature, and the other is at the vent port to I

I monitor the ullage temperature• The third sensor is located on the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) near the exit of the vent llne. !

Temperature sensor calibration data from the instrumentation vendor,

I Rosemount is in Table 3-I.Engineering Company, given

TANK MODIFICATION

Phase II Preliminary Analysls

During this portion of the program the proposed method of helium delivery
to a J-T cryostat was evaluated. Investlgation of this problem at this time
instead of in Phase II of the program, appeared desirable in that modifications
to the tank could be planned to facilitate Installation of the cryostet during
Phase II. The analytical work consisted of the following four Items.

*rest data is given in Appendix A.
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I
TABLE 3-I

I TEMPERATURE SENSOR CAL BRAT ION DATA

ROSEMOUNT ENG I NEER I NG COMPANY TE ST PERORT
g_UALI TY._CONTROL...APPROVED ......... IPT$ ,1..94B - .

...___013 E L _. 4_._..0_.J__._.15 __ , ....

I LOCATED .____g_A2 _ I - 0 7_ J s " I" 2 z "
ON VAPOR- "'

iI COOLED SHIELD ____ r I_.M A (_T_IALp CALI BR A T I .O_N.__P__OIN__T_____RESISTANCEOHMS "-- F ._ -......

32 ._0_0_0_0...... 5_0_0_,_3_60.00
-452 .0992 .S7860

-3#10 ,747..0 94 =981.._qL sc ...... s .... L_9_ 5.84-.1560.0 .........
ORM I $ .96775000

I _
RO SI:.MouNT. EN.L, I NEER I :;. c, COt_: 'ANy TEST REPoRI

1 OUAL I TY_ CONTROL. IPPROVED IPT$ 3.9t8
f

MODEL _.460.p_8..6.
I $ER I A L ,6::$8 _-

I LOCATED AT OAT[: o7 2_ 73 ..................
INNER F ILL ..........................................................

BOSS A C T U_£ I..C....A..I__I_B__R_.A T I.O_N_.P..OI N T_$.........

.1I TE MP RE S I ST ANCE OHMS............... F ...............................................

32 .oo00 . 50o .6oo00 ..........
............. 452 .0992 .56 520

I .3 _2__o.747 o _9__4__,_8._3,_00i

I ............. F SC..I.S .19 .594 08500 ..............................
ORM I S .78677000

"! .....................................................................

i:_ 'I ' RO SEMOUNT EN G I NEE R I NG CO'.4P ANY TE-S T RI:'POR T0 U AL I TY C ONTRO L APP_,B_O VE D I PT S 3.948

....... M 0 D E .L___! 46 O.p_8. 6_.......

LOCATED AT SERL AL 6:_84INNER VENT D I` ] [ 0 ? _ s _ j ....................
BOSS .................................

A.C T U A L C__ L I___ _ l'J 0 __. _P.0 I N T S

"I .....

• . TE MP RES I ST ANCE OHMS
.............. F" ......................

3 2 .0000 5 O0 .1 3 36 0
........ --452 .0992 ..... °59040

-320_,_6_247 ____4._B_9 620_ .

F $C IS _.9 .5748 2200
ORM 18 .76889000
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I

I
I. Llterature Search for Hellum-ll Data

I 'To examine the Joule-Thomson (J-T) process In sufflclent de',_, to define
the tank requlrements necessary to produce superfluld hellum (He-II), it was

I necessary to conduct a literature search for pressure-enthalpy data whlchincluded the two-phase reglon below the lower lambda point (coexlstlng He-I
vapor and llquld He-ll). No such pressure-enthalpy diagram could be found

i in the Helium literature. The analysls was performed by using the latest NBSpubllcatlon of helium thermophyslcal properties (McCarty, NBS-TN-622, 1972)

above 1 psla and older published data on heat capacity, latent heat, and vap6r .
pressure of liquid He-ll, (Cook, Argon_ Hellum, and The Rare Gases, Vol. I,

I Intersclence Publishers, New York, 1961).

2. Performance Predlctlon of Mlcrosphere-lnsulated Helium Tank

I To determine the best method of helium dellvery to the cryostat, it was
necessary to establish the baseline tank performance (to be derived later
from Phase I test results) for supercritical helium operation of the present

I tank with the addition of microsphere insulation, thermal
Using conductivity

data for hemlspherically-alum.inized,15 to 135 micron diameter glass spheres
(from Adv. Cryo. Engrg, Vol. 18, 1973, p. 103) in conjunction with the

AiResearch Cryogenic Tank Design and Performance Prediction computer program,_the isobaric delivery rate of helium at 50 and 100 psia was determined as a
function of helium storage temperature, for two modes of operation: (I) all
flow through the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) vent circuit, and (2) all flow
through the fill line, not shorted to the VCS which becomes a passive radiation
shield. Over the probable temperature range of interest, 5 to 20 R, the vent
rate through the VCS averaged about 0.5 to 0.6 Ib per hr, while for flow through
the fill line (no VCS cooling) _hout 2.5 to 4 Ib per hr resulted. These vent
rates were computed for steady-state, constant-pressure operation with the outer.
shell temperature at 70 F.

3. Ana!ysis of the J-T Process for He-ll

The J-T process for liquefying helium below the lambda point (0.73 psia,
3.92 R) was analyzed to determine the worst-case tank conditlons (maximum
temperature at minlmum pressure) for which expansion into the He-ll region
could be achieved. Several important assumptions had to be made in order to
begin the study, such as dewar (liquid collector) operating point, heat
exchanger high-pressure-side exit temperature, and He-ll cooling load (taken
to be I watt, for reference). Tank pressures (inlet to J-T heat exchanger)
of 50 and 100 psia were studied, fogether with a 1.0 R approach at the cold-end
of the heat exchanger (that is, J-T expander inlet temperature of 4.0 R, with
He-ll dewar operating at 3.0 R, 0.142 psia). The resulting flow rates were on
the order of 0.5 Ib per hr. The maximum inlet temperature to the J-T heat
exchanger (prior io counterflow cooling to the expansion inlet condltlon, 4 R)
was found to vary from 10.5 to 15.0 R, for 50 to 100 psla tank pressure. Some-
what lower temperatures would be required in the tank to allow for cryostat
supply line heat leak. A very rough estimation of J-T heat exchanger size was
made for the 50 psla, 10.5 R inlet condition. The low-pressure side characteris-
tics (minimal allowable pressure drop and poor heat transfer coefficient) require

_1AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING 75-11607
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I
I

significantly larger finned tubing than that, for example, In current use for

I LN cryostats built at AIResearch Detailed sizing _nd design will be per-
2

formed In Phase II

i 4. Test Setup and Tank Operatln_ Considerations
The most critical parameter in the operatlon of a He-ll cryostat from the

supercrltlcal hellum tank Is the stored hellum temperature, whlch Increases as

I the tank Is depleted. Since the J-T heat
exchanger Inlet must be very cold to

mlnlmlze HX slze and make liquefaction pOsslble, the transfer losses (heat leak) ,.
between the tank and cryostat must be very small, From the J-T process analyzed

I above and the predicted tank thermal performance, a reasonable operating timeof 10 to 20 hrs requires that the temperature rise from tank to HX inlet be held
to less than 0.3 R. Wlth a flow of about 3 Ib per hr from the tank, this

i corresponds to a transfer loss of 2 Btu per hr. Thls level of performance canbe achieved if all the tank flow Is delivered through a special boss, after
whlch the cryostat flow is split off, and the remaining flow is routed over
the boss to provide vapor cooling. In thls configuration the tank can deliver _

J about 3 or 4 Ib per hr of helium and the pressure will remain constant at 100
I or 50 psia due to heat leak, provided that no flow Is allowed over the VCS.

This special boss and a small line connecting it to the present fill line,

I near the inner vessel, was recommended as the simplest design modification tothe existing tank which could ensure delivery of cold helium to the cryostat.

For Phase I testing with liquid hydrogen (vented-weight-loss test), theeffect of this extra line and the removal of the thermal short from the fill
line to the VCS, was estimated to be less than a 0.5 percent increase in vent
rate.

I Cryostat Adapter Design

i Using results Obtained from the analytical work above, a new tank boss and
I a "tee" were designed and fabricated. The external boss which is the cryostat

adapter, was located on the outer shell approximately 155 degrees from the
existing fill and vent ports. The adapter allowed a 3/16 in. diameter supply
tube to exit from the fill line, minimizing the heat-leak to the pressure v@ssel.

A special tee was designed to be assembled around and we!ded onto the
existing fill tube without separatlng the tube frownthe pressuru vessel. A
small hole was machined In the fill tube, about 16 In. from the existing outer
fill boss and the tee then welded to the tube. Approximately 48 In. of the
3./16in. OD tubing (measured ID of 0.142 In.) was required to connect the tee
to the external adapter.

Modification of the outer shell was requlred for the addltlon of the
mlcrosphere fill port and the cryostat supply tube. In addition, a cyllndrlcal
10-micron filter was Installed between the annulus evacuation port and the
external manifold consistlng of an Ion-pump and a manual shutoff valve.

'll 75-11607
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MICROSPHERE INSULATION

Ia Purchase and InSpection

Thirty pounds of hemlspherlcally-alumlnlzed, hollow, glass mlcrospheres,type B15BX, were purchased from the 3M Company Speclal Enterprlses Department.
Random sampllng Inspection Indicated that the nominal size was 100 mlcrons,
wlth approxlmately 30 percent of the spheres without aluminum coatlng (Flgure

I 3-4). A density check of the spheres was performed to conflrm the amountrequiFed. The packed density of the spheres was 0.063 g/cc,
p.,

The orlglnal plan of processing the mlcrospheres to remove broken Spheres
by alcohol floatatlon was revised.* Inspection of random samples r_vealed
negl!glble breakage. Therefore, no attempt was made to remove broken spheres.

Transfer of the microspheres to the processing containers was accomplished
and the containers were then placed in a vacuum oven. The mlcrospheres were
evacuat@d to a pressure of I x 10-4 torr at 300 F for 72 hours. At the end Of
that time +he containers were back-filled with 5 psig, filtered, dry, nitrogen

gas and stored for future use. I

IMicrosphere Installation
a

Prior to Installation of the microspheres, the tank assembly was baked
out for a period of approximately one week at e temperature of 210 F, while
the tank annulus pressure was less than I x 10"4 torr.

After tank annulus preconditioning was completed, the system and its
holding fixture were mounted on a set-of scales end positioned so that the
microsphere accumulator fill port was located at the top. This accumulator
is part of the tank outer shell and sized to correspond to the equivalent
increase in tank annulus volume when the tank is filled with liquid helium.
At this point, a system tare weight was recorded.

. A cannister containing the preconditioned microspheres was suspended
above the accumulator fill port and connected to the port with a clear plastic
tube (Figure 3-5). By alternately pressurizing the mlcrosphere cannister and
evacuating the tank annulus, the microspheres were transferred from the can-
nister to the tank annulus. The tank holdlng fixture was vibrated during
transfer to assure proper packing of microspheres in the annulus. Numerous
holes exist in the VCS (where the lines pass through, and in the vicinity of
the inner and outer shell bosses) to enable the mlcrospheres to fill the
annulus under the VCS.

When the predetermined microsphere fill weight was approached, and visual
inspection indicated .:.atthe annulus was full, the tank assembly was rotated_
180 degrees. The tank was vibrated in the inverted position for a short
period. After vibration, the tank was rotated back to the upright position
and an additional quantity of mlcrospheres installed in the annulus. _

*Discussion with Dr. Peter Howell of 3M Co. indicated that the number of

broken spheres is usually negliglble.
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MACNIFIED APPROX.ItIATELY50 TIMES

(EACH MICROMETER DIVISION = 25.4 MICRONS)

Figure 3-4. _licroscopicInspection of Microspheres (Typical
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!
These operatlons were repeated untll vlsual Inspection Indicated that

I the annulus fill _as complete. At the completion of fill, the mlcrosphereweight was 16.88 Ib,* an Installed bulk density of 0.068 g/cc.

I ANNULUSEVACUATIONAND PRESSURETEST .
When microsphere installation was complete, the fill port was welded

closed and a helium leak check performed. This test revealed no leaks.

I The tank was installed in an oven and setup for annulus evacuation. It _

• was planned that the annulus be evacuated at a temperature of 210 F until

I annulus pressure reacheda level of less than I x 10"4 torr. After anevacuation-bakeout period of 10 days, a static annulus pressure test was per-
formed to aid in predicting the length of the evacuation period*. The test

indicated that at least 10 additional days of evacuation at 210.F were required.__The evacuation-bakeout period was continued.

_t the end of the Second 10-day evacuation-bakeout period, a static

I annulus pressure test was again conducted. This test indicated that therewas no appreciable improvement from the Continued evacuation bakeout. Investi-
gation of available test data (from previous tests conducted using microspheres

as an insulating material) indicated that either a dynamic vacuum approach wasutilized, or the annular volume was back filled with CO2 and allowed to cryo-
pump during the vented weight loss test. As a result, it was proposed that

, the 30-day static annulus pressure test be run until the pressure builds

beyond the upper limit capability of the ion pump (approximately 5 x 10-4
torr). At that_oint, the pump would be turned on to reduce pressure to
I x 10-4 tor_, or less, and then the test would be continued with the ion
pump off.

The evacuation bake-out procedure was concluded after a total of 35 day_.
During the last 6 days of the test period there was no appreciable improvement
noted in the evacuation-system pressure, (3.5 x 10-4 torr), indicating that
the ultimate pressure had been reached. A static annulus test substantiated
that additional bake-out/evacuation would not improve the condition of the
tank annulus.

After stabilizing the tank assembly at ambient temperature and a constant
dynamic annulus pressure of 5 x 10-7 torr, the tank was isolated from the pump
and the annulus pressure was monitored hourly untll a static pressure of 3 x 10-4
torr was reached. The pressure was then monitored twice a day for the remaining
30 days. It was not required to turn on the ion pump, as the annulus pressure
did not _ncrease above 4.6 x 10"4 torr during the 30 day test.G

VENTED WEIGHT LOSS TEST

The completed system (Figure 3-6) was transported to the AiResearch Mint
Canyon Remote Test Facility and prepared for the liquid hydrogen vented-weight-
loss (VWL) test. The tank assembly was purged and cooled prior to filling with

*Test data given in Appendix A.
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Figure 3-6. Completed Cryogenic Hydrogen/Hel um-
Storage and Supply System
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I
87 Ib of llquld hydrogen. After an 18-hour stablllzatlon perlod the vent port

was to a wet meter, through a saturator. Five days later
connected test water

the NBS barostat and a Baratron pressure readout were installed (Figure 3-7).
Two days later Pace dynamic pressure transducers were installed on the fill

I and vent ports, and an oscillograph was attached. During the VWL test thetank annulus pressure, the fill and vent port pressures, the 3 temperature
sensors, the scale and wet test meter were monitored and recorded. (Refer to

I Figure 3-8 for test schematic.) Oscillograph traces were obtained ovec .......several relatively short periods of time.

Pressure oscillations were observed on both the fill and vent pressure --

(scale of 0-30 pslg and 0-30 in. Hg, respectively) from the start
gages ranges
of testing. Prior to installing the barostat, both the fill and vent port
oscillatTon amplitudes (peak-to-peak) averaged about 0.02 atm; no oscillation

I frequency was established at this time. With the barostat in the vent circuit,the amplitude of the ventpressure oscillation approximately doubled, with no
change in the fill pressure oscillation (gage Is less sensitive, however).

i Suspecting thermal acoustic oscillations (TAO) in the dead-ended cryostatsupply l.inewhich tees off the fill line, the fill and cryostat support ports
were externally connected through an orifice (micrometer valve). The gages
showed no change ;n oscillation amplitude. An oscillograph was then attached

I to a pair of fast response (time constant of 12 milliseconds) Pace dynamic
I pressure transducers, one in the fill line and the other in the vent line.

The external shunt was then reconnected between the fill and vent ports.

I Examination of the resulting pressure traces 3 different micrometer valvesettings) revealed a steady, constant-amplitu,, vent pressure oscillation of
about 0.006 atm peak-to-peak amplitude, with frequency of 8.5 Hz. The fill

I line pressure was oscillating at a variab.leamplitude between 0.017 atm andzero, with a frequency of 12 Hz (the period between peak amplitudes was also
variable). This reduction in amplitude is not very significant, as it did
not significantly reduce the vented weight loss. A calculation of the TAO

I effect on tank heat leak, based on recently published data, is included in
' Sectlon4.

I The second attempt to reduce the TAO involved rotating the tank assembly90° from its normal vent orientation (referring to Figure 2-I, the tank was
rotated 90° counterclockwise), such that both inner bosses were out of the
liquid phase, and the outer fill and vent bosses were facing upward. In this
orientation the fill pressure gage showed no detectable oscillation, while the

' vent pressure contlnued to oscillate at about 0.03 atm. At this point in time,
the tank contained about 38 _ercent llquid (by volume) and the ullage gas
temperature was about 100 R. The vent line oscillation was finally eliminated
by removing the wet test meter saturator, indicating that the vent line oscil-
lation was not_hermally Induced (no TAO).

J

Measuring the tank vent rate in the 90° rotated configuration with a low
liquid level was undesirable because of the high degree of ullage stratifica-
tion. Another attempt to eliminate the TAO in the normal vent configuration

. was made by inserting a ball within the cryostat supply tube, thus blocking
off fluid at the tee on the fill line. With the ball in the supply tube, the
tank was refilled and subjected to another vented weight loss test, No change
was detected in the oscillations, as compared with original testing. (The bali

r '" , 75-11607
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I could not be made to completely block the opening, it was estimated to be about ............................
85 percent plugged, at best.) About half-way through the test the ball was

I removed and no change in the VWL was detected.
For _he final VWL determlne;'lon, the tank assembly was inverted with fluid

venting out the cryostat supply i i3e, thus bypassing flow around the vapor-

I cooled shield. Referring Figure 2-1, was
to the tank rotated approximately

170° clockwise from the position shown. In this orientation the inner fill

boss is almost exactly at the top of the pressure vessel. A transducer on the 1

I vent line showed a oscillation amplitude of about 0.0020 atm during
pressure

the first 48 hr. From that time on, the oscillation amplitude dropped to I
0.0007 atm, for some unknown reason. However, neither of these magnitudes are _

i very significant, and perhaps are not even due to TAO, since the vent line isshorted to the VCS over most of its 16 ft length.

A suitable amount of data was collected to determine the effectiveness

I both with and without flowing through the VCS.of the annulus insulation
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SECTION 4

PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This section presents a review of the performance data obtained from the
two previously tested tanks, a summary of "_hepr_nt test data analysls, and
a performance comparison of all three tanks. The _ollowing tank designations
will be adopted for brevity in referring to them henceforth:

• Tank No. I - The original MOL hydrogen tank containing 69 layers of ,
crinkled, single aluminized Mylar multilayer insulation (referred
to as NRC-2) and a vapor-cooled shield.

• Tank No. 2A - The second tank of the MOL design a_sembled with all
surfaces _ithin the annulus coated with 1500-2000A of 99.99 percent
pure aluminum, vacuum-deposited over a resin undercoat, with finish
better than 8 RMS; no multilayer insulation

• Tank No. 2B - The same tank as No. 2A with the addition of a mix-
ture of uncoated and hemispherically-aluminized mlcrospheres (3M
Co.) in the entire annulus.

TANK NO. I (MULTILAYER_INSULATION)

Measured Performance

The MLl-insulated tank , as designed for the MOL Program, was fabri-
cated and tested under contract to the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
(Edwards Air Force Base, California), and documented by AiResearch Report No.
72-8359, April 14, 1972. The vented weight loss (V_/L)test data, using liquid

is reproduced in Figure 4-I (as previously reported on Page 3-17 of ihydrogen,
Report 72,8359), showing a 213-hour average vent rate of 0.041 Ib per hr. At i
the tank vent pressure of about 13.5_psia, this corresponds to a heat leak
to the stored fluid of about 8.0__tu per hr.

Analytical Performance Prediction

The AiResearch Cryogenic Tank Design and Performance Prediction computer
program Is briefly describedas follows. The function of the program is to
determine the steady-state flow rate from a specific tank operating at constant
pressure in a constant temperature (outer shell) environment. A heat balance
is performed between the various constituents (heat paths) of the insulated
annulus, the fluid cooling rate of the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) and the
isobaric specific heat input of the stored fluid. The two unknowns, flow
rate and VCS temperature, are obtained by simultaneous iteration between the
thermodynamics of the stored fluid and the heat transfer rates across each
annulus (including the VCS cooling rate). The insulation between either shell
and the VCS can be vacuum (radiation only)j for which an emittance-versus-
temperature table must be provided, or any insulation (evacuated multilayer,
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i
fiberglas batt, etc.) for which a thermal-conductlvlty-lntegral-versus-

I temperature table Is provided. Several multllayer Insulatlens are character-Ized by equations dependent on temperature, uncompressed layer denslty, and
number of layers. The annulus can centaln support pads or tenslon support
struts, or both, and provision Is made for stainless steel llnes and copper

I electrical leads. The program also calculates shell thicknesses and weightsof the tank's major constituents.

t The computer printout of the predicted VWL performance was presented onPage 3-25 of Report 72-8359. The insulation thermal conductivity curve used
for NRC-2 was that derived from Apollo/Lunar Module (LM) supercritlcal helium --
tank test data, representing the thermal performance attained by more than half

I the tanks in a sample of 15 tanks of identical design. The predicted ventflow rate was 0.0399 Ib per hr with a tank pressure of 13.5 psia and outer
shell temperature of 70 F. The corresponding heat leak to the stored fluid
is about 7.8 Btu per hr. Thus, the VWL-test-measured thermal performance
was within 3 percent of the analytically predicted performance.

TANK NO. 2A (LOW-EMITTANCE SURFACES)

Measured Performance

A summary of the vacuum-aluminized, low-emmittance-surface-insulatedtank
fabrication and testing program was documented by AiResearch Report No. 73-9418,
July 25, 1973, under contract to the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.
The thermal performance test (VWL) data sheets were presented on Pages 3A-12
through 3A-18 of that report. The wet test meter flow rate data are presented
here in Figure 4-2, and the various temperature measurements are plotted in
Figure 4-3.

The flow rate data, for the 71-hour test period, show an average vent rate
of 0.0572 Ib per hr. Unfortunately, no scale weight data were taken during this
period (-dueto the removal of the pressure control panel which was leaking) as
a check on the flow rate. The Test Log reveals, however, that scale weighings
were recorded 96.83 hours before and 264.25 hours after the 71-hour test period,
over which time 24.59 Ib of hydrogen boiled off. This data yields an average
vent rate of 24.59/432.08 = 0.0569 Ib per hr, an excellent corroboration of the
wet test meter data. Therefore, the measured vent rate is taken to be 0.0572
Ib per hr, corresponding to a heat leak of 11.18 Btu per hr. -

The temperature data appear to be somewhat anomolous, especially the inner
fill boss readings. The average fill boss temperature of about 48 R is 12 R
above the saturated liquid temperature at the tank pressure of approximately
13.5 psia. This discrepancy is greater than should be attributed to instrument
inaccuracy. It is possible that the fi I boss temperature sensor tube is
not properly positioned at the inner fi I boss opening -- it may be situated
several inches into the tube. The vent boss temperature of 55 R, or about
19 R above saturation, could be due to thermal stratification in the ullage.
This is not unreasonable to expect, considering the very low thermal conductivity
of the thin titanium-alloy vessel wall, and the presence of at least one,
possibly two, fiberglass support pads conducting heat to the hydrogen vapor.

_ AmES[A_CXMA_UFA¢_UR,_G 75--10607
COMPANY
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i
The average VCS temperature from Fl_ure 4-_ is taken to be 304 R, and the

average ambient (outer shell) temperature 532 R.

I Surface Emlttance Determlnatlon

I An analytical prediction of Tank No. 2A thermal performance cannct bemade with a high degree of cenfldence beca,_sethe total normal emlttance
of the aluminlzed vacuum annulus is not known. The best that can be done .......

I "a priori" Is to assume an emittance versus temperature characterization
| based on what could be similar surfaces. The difficulty here Is that a very

wide range of data _xists for aluminum surfaces because of the wide range of
surface conditions possible. At room temperature, an RMS rating of 33 micro- --

I, Inches on aluminum 2024-T4 (92.7 percent AI) can exhibit an emlttanCe of0.09 (and 0.018 at 10 R)*,.whereas the aluminized slde of crinkled, 1/4-mil,
aluminized Mylar can be as low as 0.03. Since radlation Is the predominant

i mode Of heat transfer in this tank, a variation llke that can give a widerange of heat leak .(ventrate) results. The problem is further complicated
by the range of possible emittance values to be assigned to the VCS, whose

i temperature is also an unknown (in the computer analysis). Therefore, it issuggested that the most meaningful analysis to be performed here is to back
out an "apparent" emittence characteristic from the test da#a (both vent rate
and VCS temperature) and compare it with data from other aluminum surfaces of!

I known emittance.

Two basic assumpt.ionsare made in this method of analysis: I) the heat
] transfer through either annular space can be separated into radiation and

conduction components, where the conduction contributions are known (that is,
they can be calculated independently), and 2) the emittance of all aluminized

. surfaces is a linear function of temperature, or a constant (an overall average,
or effective, value). The first assumption is necessary to do any tank per-
formance analysis, the total heat transfer rate being the sum of the individual
members' heat leaks. The second assumption is not necessary, but is very conve-
nient because there is an infinite number"of possible comb.inationsof individual

. surface emittances that yield the same emittance interchange factor for a given
annulus. In this program, the radiation heat transfer rate and emittance inter-
change factor are defined as follows:

QF_=_ A](T4" T4) ' Btu per hr (I)

[7
(2)

. _.= I + A2\e2

*K. H. Hawks and W. B. Cottingham, "Total Normal Emittances of Some Real 1
Surfaces at Cryogenic Temperatures," Adv. Cryo. Eng., Vol, 16, 1971, page ,173.
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I
where • = 1.714 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft2- R4

I T = surface temperature, R

A _ surface are&, ft2

I e = surface emittance (relative to bl_ck body = 1.0)

I and subscripts "I" and "2'!refer to the inner and outer surfaces, respectively,bounding a given.annulus.

Using the average test data, as presented in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, for

I ambient temperature (532 R), VCS temperature R),
(304 and vent rate (0.0572

Ib per hr); and assuming the actual inner vessel wall temperature to be 36 R,
and the VCS effectiveness to be 1.0, the breakdown of heat transfer rates

I was calculated. The results are presented in Table 4-I. The emlttance inter-change factors from Equation (I) are then

TABLE 4-1
HEAT LEAK BREAKDOWNCALCULATEDFOR TANKNO. 2A FROMTEST DATA

Heat Transfer Rate (Btu/Hr)

Annulus Space Total Supports Fill line R'adiation
l

Below VCS 11.18 .... 3.35 0.56 7.27

Above VCS 5.9.63 3.42 0.22 55.99

0.0143 and .0125, below and above the VCS, respectively. These emittance
results are contrary to the well-known behavior of metallic surfaces, namely,
that "emissivity" increases with increase in temperature*. If a straight-Jine
equation were fit to the above interchange factors, the zero temperature
value would be 0.0303 and the 530 R value wo_Id be only 0.0222; the equation

has a negative--slopetemperature dependence:

e = 0.0303 - 1.53 x I0-5(T) (3)

The above data analysis depends on an accurate measurement of the VCS

temperature. To estimate the effect of VCS.temperature on determination of
.. emittance, a computer study was performed to calculate vent rate and VCS

temperature as a function of a constant apparent emittance on all annulus
surfaces. The results are presented In Figure 4-4, where the sensitivity to
VCS temperature is shown to be quite dramatic. A VCS temperature increase of
only 6 R _aises the vent raIe by over 26 percent, and the apparent emittance

, by almost 32 percent. The measurement of vent rate is considered to be more

*W. H. McAdams, Heat Transmission, 3rd Ed., McGraw-Hill, 1954, page 61.

_ AIRESE_ARCH MANUFACTURING COMP&NY 75-11607OF CALIFORNIA Page 4-7
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Figure 4-4, Determination of Constant Emittance Required to
Simulate Tank '_o. 2A VWL Test
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accurate, since it Is obtained by two different methods. The VCS temperature

I is less accurately known (only one sensor), and, from Figure 4-3, was found tovary by more than 2 R during the 71-hr test period. Another uncertainty In
using the VCS temperature is the assumption that it is a measure of the temper-
ature Over the entire shield. Further, the computer study is based on 100 per-

1" cent effectiveness (i.e., the fluid leaves the VCS at the VCS temperature).
I This study points toward an apparent emlttance of approximately 0.025, if it

were Independent of temperature. The value of 0.019, which would be required

i if the VCS were 304 R, is lower than any data in the literature for aluminizedsurfaces at temperatures above 300 R, and results in a vent rate of only 0.0455
Ibper hr.

A possible explanation for the unrealistic emittance temperature depend_
ence of Equation (3), assuming the VCS temperature measurement is correct,
may be in the uncertain#y in calculating the "known" heat leaks. Table 4-I
shows that the conduction heat leaks are more important below the VCS (35l

, percent of total) than above it (only 6 percent of the total). If the conduc-
tion heat leaks shown in Table.4-1 are too low the radiation heat transfer

| below the VCS will be less, and by a larger percentage than above the VCS.
I
j Hence, it follows that a lower emittance interchange factor could result

below the VCS than above it, allowing the possibility of a positive-slope
(more reasonable) emittance characteristic.

Another way to evaluate the apparent emittance of the annulus is an
extension of the above study, using an emittance characteristic which increases
with increasing temperature. This was actually done-before the V_L testing
in order to estimate the expected vent rate. A linear emittance characteristic
proportional to that measured by Cunnington, et.al.* for the aluminum side
of single-aluminized Mylar multilayer insulation was used. The best values
_eported were 0.013 at 113 R and 0.029 at 560 R. A series of computer runs
were made with increasing factors applied fo the emittance curve. Two print-
outs were presented in AiResearch Report No. 73-9418, Pages 3-19 and 3-20,
with vent rate results bracketing the measured value. A curve 20 percent higher
than the base emittance curve gave a vent rate ef 0.058 Ib per hr (emittance
range from 0.012 at 36 R to 0.0336 at 530 R). The predicted VCS temperature,

however, was 336 R, or 32 R higher than indicated by the test results. 1

A summery of the analytical determination of emittance in an attempt
to match the vent rate and shield temperature test data for TanE No. 2A is
presented in Table 4-2, together with judgments on the validity of the
emittance-temperature a_pendenCe obtained. In conclusion, it appears that
vacuum-deposited, 2000 A aluminized annul_s surfaces exhibit apparent emit-
tances more nearly equal to those of 400 A aluminized polyester film than

• polished aluminum plate, especially at room temperature. It also appears
fhat the VCS temperature should be determined more accurately in order to
evaluate the annulus emittance, and that for a given emittance characteristic
(if available from independent sources) the least accurately predicted pare- _
eter would be VCS temperature.

*G. R. Cunnington, C. W. Keller, and G. A. Bell, "The Thermal Performance
of Multilayer Insulations," Interim Report, NASA-CR 72605, 20 April 1971,
page 4-22.
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I
TABLE 4-2

I SUMMARY OF EMITTANCE ANALYSES FOR TANK NO. 2A

Vent Rate VCS Temp. A parent Emittance Comments on

I (Lb/Hr) (R) P36 R 530 R
Temperature Dependence

0.0572* 304* 0.0297 0.0222 Unrealistlc - negative slope

I_ 0.0455 304* 0.019 0.019 Constant - too low for 530 R

0.0572* 310 0.025 0.025 Constant - reasonable average

I ,
0.050 331 0.010 0.028 i Reasonable - positive slope,

dervied from AI-Mylar data
J

I 0.058 336 0.012 0.0336

*Test values !I
| TANK NO. 28 (MICROSPHERE INSULATION)

Measured Performance

The tank insulated with partially-aluminized microspheres exhibited such I
unusual behavior (as compared with analytical predictions, to be discussed
later), that the boiloff test was increased beyond the time usually required
to establish a typical vessel steady-state vent rate. Figure 4-5 presents the
vented weight loss data** for the entire 31-day test series, and denotes the
points at which significant events or procedure changes occurred. Both scale
weight data and wet test meter (WTM) integrated data are plotted. In general,
over long penlods of time, one would tend to place more confidence i.nthe scale
weighings, although the wet test meter appears to have responded to some short
term events, where the scale did not. The discrepancy between the two is in the
rightdirection (assuming correct calibrations)since plumbing leaks would escape
being recorded by the WTM. Vent rates calculated by test segment showed the
minimum difference to be 1.6 percent (WTM rate higher than scale rate), and the
maximum_dJJ_ferenceto be 19.8 percent (WTM rate lower than scale rate).

The presence of thermal acoustic oscillations (TAO) with the tank in the
normal vent configuration prompted numerous procedure changes and experimenta-
tion. Among them were rotating the tank go degrees and 170 degrees from the
normal, installing a plug (only partial plugging) in the cryostat supply line,
and removing the water saturator (upstream of the WTM). Some of these schemes

• a_tered the intensity o_ the osclllatlons, but since they were of relatively
small magnitude,*** e,_aminingthe entire data set reveals very little change in
average vent rate from one time segment to the next, with two exceptions. Th_
obv.iousone is when the tank is inverted 170 degrees and fluid is vented out

**Raw test data from which this curve was constructed is given in Appendix A.
***A quantitative estimate of the TAO effect on tank heat leak is given later

in this section.
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I COMPLETED INITIAL FILL, 87.22 LB H2 _:

2 NORMAL VENT (VCS FLOW) ORIENTATION,

COOLDOWN AND STABILIZATION COMPLETE, iI
WET TEST METER INSTALLED -.

3 BAROSTAT AND BARATRON INSTALLED

4 ATTACHED OSCILLOGRAPH, PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS;
INSTALLED MICRO-VALVE BTWN. FILL AND SUPPLY PORTS

5. HOVED MICRO-VALVE TO BTWNo.SUPPLY AND VENT PORTS

6 ROTATED TANK 90 ° (LOST TARE WEIGHT)

7 REMOVED W.T.M. SATURATOR, ADJUSTED BAROSTAT, MISC.

7A ZEROED WET TEST METER -

8 TANKROTATEDBACKTO NORMAL,18.75LB
LIQUID ADDED (APPROX. 25.3 LB IN TANK)

'9 TANK ROTATED 170°, FLOW OUT SUPPLY LINE

0 TANK EMPTIED, ROTATED TO NORMAL, _:
INSTALLED BALL-ON-CABLE IN SUPPLY LINE ,:

11 F ILL COMPLETED, 85.72 LB H2
1:

:12 COOLDOWNAND STABILIZATION COMPLETED 1_

1 3 BALL-ON-CABLE REMOVEDl

i14 TOPPED OFF TO 86.11 LB, T_ANK ROTATED 170°,
FLOW OUT SUPPLY LINE

15 END OE TEST

GHT DATA

METER DATA

NOT GOOD

TEST; LESS
THAN 7%(VOL.)
LIQUID LEFT
I N TANK

350 400 450 500 0 50 1O0 150 200

ELAPSED TIME HOURS (528.6) (737.8!
l

Figure4-5. L.H2 Ver, led ,',,.:.i,:'-_t :",._:
Tes'f - !'tin,.- t.i,:,. ,:_
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I
the fill/supply line, thus bypasslng the vapor-cooled shield (VCS). This vent

i rate is expected to be hlgher, as was evident from the test data. The etherexception is more subtle, and could possibly be due to experimental error:
that is, the wet test meter recorded a drop In vent rate of approximately

15 percent when a micro-valve was installed between the fill and supply ports.

I Since the scale weight data gave the same vent rate as before installing the
micro-valve (the tare weight was adjusted for the plumbing change), it is sus-

pected that a small leak may have bypassed the WTM, or there was some error

in recording the data.

Two portions of the test sequence were selected for analysis: I) the last --,
series in the normal vent Configuration, where the agreement between scale and

WTM data agreed to within 3.5 percent (scale = 0.199 Ib per hr; WTM = 0.192 Ib

per hr); and 2) the last test segment, where the tank was inverted 170 degrees

and the flow bypassed the VCS. Vent rate data from the WTM was 17.5 percent
lower than from the scale (scale = 0.280 Ib per hr; WTM = 0.231 Ib per hr).
The earlier test data for the inverted tank was not used because the tank was

nearly empty andexcessive stratification was evident--the vented fluid temper-

ature was 60 -70 R above the liquid temperature. I

The temperature data for the selected test periods IS presented in Figure

4-6 and Figure 4-7. The various times denoted by circled numbers coincide

with the events described on the weight loss curve, Figure 4-5.

The fact that the fill boss temperature now reads within 2 R of 13.5

psia saturated liquid-hydrogen temperature does not preclude the possibil.ity
that the temperature sensor is actually in the tube, as was considered in

observing the temperature data from Tank No. 2A. The clamp (an unintended

thermal short) supporting the supplytube at about 8-10 in. from the inner
fill boss could result in the presence of liquid several inches into the
fill tube.

The vent boss temperature in Figure 4-6 and the fill boss temperature

in Figure 4-7 show a gradual divergence from the corresponding data for Tank

No. 2A, Figure 4-3 (inner vent boss temperature nearly constant at 55 R).

This is probably due to the much higher heat leak (factor of 3.5 to 4.5

above Tank No. 2A) causing more thermal stratification in the ullage. The

slope of the curves couldprobably be related to the increased rate of liquid
level recession in the present tank (No. 2B).

Although the VCS temperature varied3radually over the test period,

the following averages are taken for comparison with analysis: 94 R in the
normal vent configuration,and I 2 R with the tank inverted and no flow through
the VCS line.

Table 4-3 summarizes the key parameters derived from the selected VWL

test periods described above. The uncertainty value expressed for the vent
rate is simply the deviation from the mean value between scale end WTM data. i

The uncertainty expressed for the VCS temperature is the deviation from the I!
average value estimated over the time period, lhe 24-hr average ambient
temperature was estimated to be 529 +5 R.
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TABLE 4-3

I MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF TANK NO. 2B

Tank Vent Configuration

I Item Normal Inverted

i verage Vent Rate, Ib per hr 0.196 _0.003 0.256 _0.024
Heat Leak, Btu per hr 38.3 50.0

I VCS Temperature, R 94 +_4 112 +3

Estimated Effect of TAO on Tank Heat Leak

A recently published investigation of thermal acoustic oscillations by
Spradley, et. al.* provides an excellent basis for estimating the effect of
TAO on tank heat leak. Although this reference work is confined to liquid
helium systems and an idealized gas-filled tube geometry, the range of
appropriate parameters studied was broad enough to merit applying here.

Our tube configuration is somewhat complicated in that it is a compound
line with two different diameters (one line containing 3 tubes within it)
with an unknown temperature at the tee joining them. Referring to Figure 2-I,
the worst conceivable situation_for TAO is suspected to be the path from the
cryostat adapter, down the supply line, and into the liquid via the fill line.
Using a hydraulic diameter of 0.4456 in. for the fill line gives an aspect
ratio of L/D = 58; the cryostat supply line aspect ratio is approximately
L/D = 338. Spradley's work does not suggest how to treat a compound line, so
assuming aspect ratios are additive, for the total pathwe obtainan aspect
ratio of approximately L/D = 400. The temperature ratio from ambient to LH2
is Th/T¢ = 15. Using these two parameters the following parameters are.
obtained from the Spradley model (page No. of referenced wor_ is also given):

Pressure amplitude, PA = 0.04 atm (page 43)

OSCillation frequency, f = 23 Hz (page 85)

Intensity, I = (0.04)(23.) = 0..92atm - Hz

Tube heat leak ratio, Q/Qt = 9 (page 89)

Q/Qt is defined as the ratio of total tube heat leak (with TAO) to normal
conduction heat leak.

*L.W. Spradley, W.H. Sims and C. Fan, "Thermal Acoustic Oscillations," Volume
II, Final Report, LMSC-HREC TR D390690-II, March 1975.
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The predlcted Tank No. 2B heat eak breakdown Is presented later in the
thermal performance summary, Table 4-6, showing a fill llne heat leak (normal
conduction) of 0.27 Btu/hr, and a total tank heat leak of 15.1Btu/hr. Applying
the above TAO results gives a llne heat leak of 2.43 Btu/hr; resulting in a
total tank heat leak of 17.3 Btu/hr, en increase of on y 15 percent above the
"no-TAO" predlcted value.

If the maximum measured oscillation amplitude of 0.02 atm and frequency

of 12 Hz is used in place of the Spradley prediction based L/D and Th/Tc,
the resulting Q/Qt is approximately 2.5 (from an experimental point on page 89,
which grossly exceeds the theoretical value). In this case the total lineh@at
leak would be 0.68 Btu/hr; resulting in a tank heat leak of 15.5 Btu/hr, an
increase of only 3 percent over the "no-TAO" predicted value.

With a measured tank heat leak of 38.3 Btu/hr, it is concluded that the
fill line TAO effect is negligible, since the line conduction heat leak is such
a small fraction of the total apparent heat leak to the vessel.

Analytical Performance Prediction

Microsphere insulation performance data have been published by Cunnington
and Tien*, where hemispherically-aluminized spheres (among others) were tested
in a flat-plate calorimeter with cold boundary maintained at 78 K. The data
for a 5.84-mm thick layer (average sphere diameter of 84 microns) was curve-
_itted to the following heat flux equation:

q = 0.0315 (Tl - T2) + 0.0166¢(T14- T24) (4)

where q = heat flux, watt/m2

Tl, T2 = temperature of the warm and cold boundaries, respectively, K

= 5.667 x 10-8 watt/m2-K4

The conduction term in Equation (4) assumes that the aluminum film thermal
conductivity is constant to temperatures as low as 78 K. This is approximately
correct, but as the cold boundary temperature approaches 36 R (20 K), liquid
hydrogen normal boiling temperature, pure aluminum conductivity rises rapidly,
as shown in Flgure 4-8. The constant value implied in Equation (4) is probably
137 Btu/hr-ft- R, as quoted in e paper by Chan and Tien**, which agrees with the
reference used for Figure 4-8. The performance prediction computer program
described earlier was modified to include the characterization of microsphere

*G. R. Cunnington and C. L. Tien, "Heat Transfer in Microsphere Cryogenic
Insulafior,,"Adv. Cryo. En_., Vol. 18, 1973, pp 103-111.

**C. K. Chan and C. L. Tien, "ConductanCe of PaCked Spheres in Vacuum,"
Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol. 95, 1973, pp. 302-308.
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I
Insulation. The program equation for heat flux has a correction for the therma
conductivity of 99.5-percent-pure alumlnum, by maklng use of a bullt-ln Inteqra

I curve_ 660OR

T k dT versus T

where T is the cold boundary temperature, R. Another correction applied
to Equation (4) is an insulation thlckne_s factor, which converts the flux-
equatlen into an apparent thermal conductivity equation. AccOrding t_ the
theory advanced by CunningtOn and Tlen, as polnted out in the discussion --
following their 1973 paper, the conduction heat flux would be proportional
to t-2/3. (In a more recent paper, by Nayak and Tien, this theory has been
slightly revised; it will.be examined further below.) In addition, the
entire equation is multiplied by t o , the thickness which applies to the experi-
mental heat flux equation. The heat flux, in general, wotJId then take the
following form:

#

q t , , \ko/ c2 T= . - .... 12H T- '5)1

where kAl = d T1- T2), Btu/hr-ft- R

t = insulation thickness, In.

Thls is the microsphere insulation characterizatior,built into the computer

program. The constants are determined as follows (Tl and T2 remain in degrees
Kelvin):

C I = 0.0315 [3.41443/(3.28084)2] = 0.00999215

C2 = 0.0166 E3.41443/(3.28084)2] (5.667 x 10-8) = 2.%408 x I0-lO

ko = 137 Btu/hr-ft-R

to = 5.84/25.4 = 0.229.92in.

A more recent paper, by Nayak and Tien*, explores further the influence _
on microsphere insulation apparent thermal conductivity Of the compressive i
pressure resulting from self-loading (microsphere weight). This effect is i
expressed in terms of an insulation thickness L. Introducing the concept of

• lattice conductivity (or conductive component, the radiative conducti'.ity
is determined separately) for packed beds of hollow mlcrospheres, experimental .....
data from a spherical calorimeter indicated a relationship of the form:

kc ~ L 0.66 (6)

*A. L..14ayak and C. L. Tien, "Thermal Conductivity of '_icrosphere Cryogenic
Insulation," Paper K-4, !975 Cryogenic Engineering Conference, Kingston,
Ontar Io.
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The revised theory, however, based on the deformatlon of thln spherical shells
under light loads and density stratlflcatlon, implies an exponent of 0.6. At

I a mean temperature of 157 K (283 R), the Nayak and Tlen data for a 2.3-cmthickness of fully-alumlnlzed mlcrospheres (averaqe diameter of 26 mlcrOns)

gives kC _ 1.7 x I0-3 watts/m- K (9.83 x I0-4 Btu/hr-ft- R). This ref-erence

I point would glve the following relationship:
kc = 5.41 x 10-3 L0.66 (7)

I where k¢ = lattice thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft- R

L = Insulation thlCkness, ft

! For the MOL tank nominal insulation thlckness of 1.3 in., and mean temperature
i+ of 283 R+ the lattlce conductivity from Equation (7) would be 1.25 x 10-3 -

Btu/hr-f#- R. Uslng thls insulation thickness implies that the VCS is not
present. The test data, Table 4-3, for the inver±ed tank yields an
apparent thermal conductivity (which Includestheradiation component) of
2.64 x 10-4 Btu/hr-ft- R, which is lower than the Equation (7) value by
factor of 4.7. Therefore, applying this data as if no VCS were present would
predict performance to be muchpoorer than observed. This Concept will be
pursued in more detail later.

The use of Equation (5) in the computer program gives the tank per-
formance presented in Figure 4-9. Two irput variables were examined in the
attempt to correlate the test results: I) VCS effectiveness, and 2) inner-
annulus microsphere degradation factor. The effectiveness is a measure of
how efficiently the VCS acts as a heat exchanger, that is, how clcse the fluid
exit temperature approaches the average shiel_ temperature (isothermal VCS
assumed). The degradation faGtor is a multiplier (a value of 1.0 means no
effect) applied to the heat flux equation for the inner annulus only. This
would account for any increased compressive loading on #he microspheres, or
any other phenomenon which may increase the apparent conductivity of the
microspheres at lower temperatures (exclusive of the aluminum conductivity
effect and thickness prop_QF_ticnality),or a thermal short between the VCS
end inner vessel.

As noted in Figure 4-9, a zero effectiveness shield simulates the
inverted tank condition, when the flow by-passes the VCS. The trend toward
Infinlte degradation factor simulates a VCS completely shorted to the inner
vessel, thus rendering the inner annulus useless as a heat transfer barrier
(VCS temperature and temperature of the fluid in the tank become identical). _
The tests results for the inverted _ank, however, indicate a VCS temD@rature
205 R lower than predicted (the predicted value is 317 R, off the scale of
Figure 4-9). This could be explained by a partially-shorted VCS (shorted
to the inner vessel), except that the measured vent rate (from scale data)
is even larger than the predicted vent rate !f the VCS were completely shorted
to the inner vessel (infinite degradation factor). Thus, even if the VCS were
shorted, that aJone Is not enough to explain the disagreement between the micro-
sphere analytical model and the test data for the inverted tank.

' ! i
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The normal vent test result Could be explalned by a grossly inadequate

shield efficiency (about 20 percent effectiveness) and a degradation factor of

i about 6. A degradation factor of this magnitude would not be unusual to applyto idealized equations for multilayer insulation systems, where anisotropic
effects can be significant. However, for a near-isotrOpic media like micro-

II spheres, this factor Seems to be exceedingly high.
An alternate approach would be to calculate an apparent thermal conduc-

i tivity from the VWL test results, and compare them with the latest lattice• conductivity data of Nayak and Tien, similar to the previous calculation for
VCS not present. Using the VWL results, the apparent thermal conductivity
is calculated separately for above and below the VCS, assuming tha+ the support

I pad heat leak is preJictable and the VCS effectiveness is 0.9. Then Nayak andTien's theoretical prediction (kc~L 0"6 ) is appll._ to the tank annulus dimen-
sions and mean temperature. The comparison is presented in Table 4-4.

I

TABLE 4-4

APPARENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY COMPARISON
WITH NAYAK AND TIEN THEORY

Insulation Apparent Thermal Conductivity (Btu/hr-ft- R)

Normal Vent Configuration Inverted Configuration
Annulus

Region From Test Theory From Test Theory
., .,.

Above VCS 2.29 x 10-4 7.68 x 10-4 1.80 x 10-4 7.79 x 10-4

Below VCS 7.35 x 10-4 _ 1.82 x I0-4 7.37 x 10-4 2.06 x 10-4

It is Interesting to note that the theory predicts conductivities 3.35 and
4.33 times greaten than the test results for the annulus region above the VCS_
while the test results are 4.04 and 3.58 times greater than the theory below
the VCS. The results are even more conflicting than shown, since the "theory"
values do not include radiation (it is neg!igible below the VCS, only). The
aluminum conductivity factor not included in the theory could account for

some of the !ifference below the VCS, but the aluminum factors, (kA1/ko) inEquation (5), would be only 2.17 and 2.10, for the normal vent and the inv@rt@d
configurations, respectively. It is apparent that using the new Nayak and.Tien
(kc-LO.6) in the computer program would only result in further divergence
between predicted and measured VCS temperature and.vent flow rate; that is, for
the theory to give-higher vent rates (closer to test data), the VCS temperature
must be hotter (further away from test data).

I_ I AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPA,_,:y
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More recent data publlshed by Reinker, et. al.* is in much closer agree-

ment with the VWL test results, although It uncovers a potentially serious

I with hemispherlcally-al,lminlzedmlcrospheres. It was found thatproblem using
the thermal conductivity was highly dependent on sample history; that is,

thermal cycling to LN2 temperature increased the conductivity significantly.
Table 4-5 presents a comparison of the apparent thermal conductivity previously
calculated (for the "above VCS" case, an average of the normal vent configura-
tion and inverted configuration from Table 4-4 is used) with data from Reinker I

at the same mean annulus temperature. I
I

TABLE 4-5.. --"

APPARENTTHERMALCONDUCTIVITY
COMPARISONWITH REINKER DATA

Apparent Thermal Conductivity (Btu/hr-ft- R)

Above VCS Overall Annulus

Item Tm = 175 K Tm = 157 K

VWL Test 2.05 x 10-4 2.64 x 10-4

Re inker Data:

Uncycled (extrapolated) 1.4 x 10-4 1.1 x 10-4

Cycled Once to LN2 2.5 x 10-4 2.0 x 10-4

Cycled Twice to LN2 3.8 x 10-4 3.1 x 10-4

This comparison shows much better agreement than is obtained by using
Equation (5), or the Nayak and Tien theory. Note that the _L test value at
175 K is only 18 percent lower than Reinker's data after one cycle. In the VWL
test the insulation was not fully cycled, although some of the microspheres
under the VCS were warmed to 260 R (144 K), at 480 hours into the test (see
Appendix, page A-14), prior to being rechilled downto LH2 temperature. This
history-dependent behavior of microspher'einsulation was reported for the alum-
inized spheres only; the test data for uncoated microspheres was repeatable _
after cycling. The conductivity data for the uncoated microspheres fell
between the half-aluminized data for one and two cycles. __

From the above comparisons it can only be concluded that present theories
and experimental (calorimeter) data are Inadequate to explain the phenomena
observed in the tank VWL tests.

*R. P. Reinker, K. D. Timmerhaus, and R. H. Kropschot, "Thermal Conductivity
and Diffusivity of Selected Porous Insulations Between 4 and 30OK," Adv. Cryo.

Eng,, Vol. 20, 1975, pp. 343-354,
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PERFORMANCE SUNflARY

I The MOL Tank Program and l'ts programs a unique opportunity
follow-on offer

to compare the performance of three different insulation systems in a production
tank of the same basic design, with an evacuated annulus, a vapor-cooled shield,
and flberglass support pads. Table 4-6 presents a performance summary of the
three tank configurations tested, and includes the calculated performance based
on the best avallable material data. The reason for the good agreement between
test data and calculations (without assumptions) with Tank No. I is that
AiResearch has more experience with and more technical data for NRC-2 multilayer _
insulation than the other types.

Figure 4-10 illustrates graphically the relative magnitude ef the tank heat
leaks tabulatedinTable 4-6.

I
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TABLE 4-6

I THERMAL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
m

OF THREE INSULATION SYSTEMS

! Tank No. I 2A 2B

I Insulation NRC-2 Low-Emlttance Hemispherically-System Multilayer Surfaces Aluminized Microspheres

Test Configuration Normal Vent Normal Vent Normal Vent Inverted.

I (No VCS Flow)

Test Performance
i

I Vent Rate (Lb/Hr) 0.0410 0.0572 0.196 0.256
Heat Leak (_tu/Hr) 8.02 11.18_ 38.3 50.0

i VCS Temp (R) -- 304 94 112

Calculated Performance

Vent Rate (Lb/Hr) i 0.0399 0.0572* 0.077** 0.162
Heat Leak (3tu/Hr) i 7.80 11.18" 15.1"* 31.7
VCS Temp (R) 232 310" 163"* 317

Heat Leak Breakdown
Calculated (Btu/Hr) I

I
I
I

Insulation*** 5,.25 7.12 13.69"* 27.92z
Support Pads*** 2.10 3.48 1.09"* 3.62
Lines*** 0.45 0.58 0.27 0.12

VCS Cooling Rate 21.7 49.6 25.9** --
Total from Ambient 29.5 60.8 41.0"* 31.7
(outer shell)

I
,=,

*Assumed emittance of 0.025 on all surfaces.

**Assumed VCS effectlveness of 100 percent.

***Heat leak to pressure vessel.
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SECT ION 5

II CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

_I studies and thermal performance testing of three similar tank
Analytical

configurations with different insulation systems resulted in the following
conclusions.

II I. Tank No. I (Multi layer Insulation) exhibited the lowest heat leak,

and its thermal performance was most predictable, due to the extensive

Ii experience and tank-installed performance data generated at AiResearch.
2. Tank No. 2A (Low-Emittance Surfaces) demonstrated a heat leak almost

40 percent higher than Tank No. I.
I,
! 3. Tank No. 2A aluminized surfaces exhibited (by calculation) apparent

emittances very close to aluminized polyester film values, which are about
as low ascan be achieved.

4. Tank No. 2A data analysis revealed the importance of a very accurate

_ vapor-cooled shield (VCS) temperature determination; a 6 R error in
;. VCS temperature was shown to produce errors of 26 and 32 percent in

calculated vent rate and apparent emittance, respectively.

i 5. Tank No. 2B (Microsphere Insulation) exhibited a much higher heat leak
1 than the other two tanks, by factors of 4.78 (over Tank No. I) and

3.43 (over Tank No. 2A).

| 6. Tank No. 2B thermal acoustic osci;lations (of low intensity, however)

prompted additional experimentation in the vented-weight-loss (VWL)

I testing, culminating in rotating the tank approximately 170C and
' venting out the fill/supply line. In the inverted position, the average

heat leak increased by about 30 percent.

7. Tank No. 2B VCS and inner vent boss temperatures were observed to slow y

drift upwa¢d over long periods of time as the tank f;uid quantity was

depleted (the vent boss was always warmer than the liquid, as in Tank

No. 2A); and a gradual decrease in vent rate was detected. These
observations indicated ullage stratification; hence, the test periods

selected for analysis followed filling or topping-off_

8. The predicted performance of Tank No. 2B, based on published theory and

• experiments with microsphere insulation (both flat-plate and spherical
calorimeters), was in poor agreement With the test data. The measured

VCS temperatures were much lower +hen predicted, while the measured

vent rates were much higher than predicted. The best predicted heat
leaks were a factor of 2.54 and 1.58 lower than the measured normal

and inverted tank values, respectively. The correspondinq predicted

VCS temperatures were high by 69 R and 205 R, respectively. A c_m-

parison of test-data-derived apparent thermal conductivities of the
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Insulation above and below the VCS wlth theoretical lattice (conductive

only) thermal _onductlvltles of Nayak and Tlen between the same temper-

atures showed contradlctlon; results varied by factors of 3.4 to 4.3,
and in opposite directions above and below the VCS.

i g A low-temperature coffrectlon factor for pure aluminum thermal conduc-L
, tivity In the aluminum-coated microsphere theory may account for some

of the discrepancy below the VCS; most of the literature _ata and curve-

fitting have been limited to temperatures above 78 K (LN 2 boiling point),
where the constant-alumi_um-conductlvlty assumption is valid.

10. A recent paper by Reinker, Timmerhaus, and Kropschot (Adv. Cryo. Eng.,
Vol. 20,.1975) found that the thermal conductivity of half-aluminized

microspheres increased each time the sample was cycled to LN2 temperature.
The apparent ihermal conductivity calculated from Tank No. 2B test data,,
for the insulation above the VCS, was only 18 percent below Reinker's

data after one cycle.

11. The Tank No. 2B test results,.considered i.nconjunction with the three

previously published calorimeter studies, indicate that perhaps the

thermal performance of microspheres (especially the aluminized Type) is

not as predictable as expected when first proposed as a cryogenic insula-

tion. In addition, for very low temperature c_yogens (LH 2 and LHe), its..................
thermal performance may not be competitive with multilayer insulation

or low-emittance surfaces, where VCS.are employed.

12. A microsphere-insulated tank testing program is recommende_ to obtain -

additional performance data on the practical application of microsphere

insulation in high performance cryogenic tankage. A suggested tank

evaluation and test program would include the following:

• Radiographic (X-Ray) examination of the tank annulus to determine the

microspheres location (possibly density stratification), and the

uniformity of VCS spacing.

• Gas analysis of the annulus to investigate the possibility of

excessive SO2 and 02 (gases inside the microspheres) contaminatin_
the vacuum ion pump leading to potentially erroneous annulus vacuum
readl.ngs.

• Vented weight loss testing and cycling with liqu d nitrogen to
determine if alumini.zed-microsphere insulation conductivity increases

with cycle time.

• Thermal performance testing with supercritical he ium, with the

additlon of temperature measurement and insulation around the cryostat

supply adapter, to verify the feasibility of satisfying lhe Phase II
J-T cryostat supply requirements.

I
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APPENDIX A

I TEST DATA

i

LI Thls appendix contains test data sheets compiled during testlng of the
I NASA MSFC cryogenic hydrogen/helium storag_ and supply system. Test data given

in this appendix Is indexed below.

Test Dats Description Pa_e(s)

Shock and Proof Pressure Test A-2 through A-5

Microsphere-F-llling A-6

Vacuum Decay A-7 through A-IO

Tank Performance Data A-11 through A-19
I
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